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ABSTRACT
Dignity is recognised as both a central and also a contested value in bioethics discourse. The aim of this manuscript is to examine some of the key strands of the extensive body of dignity scholarship and research literature as it relates to nursing ethics and practice. The method is a critical appraisal of selected articles published in Nursing Ethics and other key manuscripts and texts identified by researchers in the UK and Brazil as influential. The results suggest a wide and rather confusing range of perspectives and findings albeit with some overall themes relating to objective and subjective features of dignity. In conclusion, the authors point to the need for more sustained philosophical engagement contextualising human dignity within a plurality of professional values. Future empirical work should explore what matters to patients, families, professionals and citizens in different cultural contexts rather than foregrounding qualitative research with such a contested concept.
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RESUMO
A Dignidade é reconhecida como valor central e, também, controverso no discurso bioético. O objetivo deste artigo é examinar algumas das vertentes principais da extensa produção acadêmica e de literatura sobre o tema, na ética e prática da enfermagem. O método é a avaliação crítica de uma seleção de artigos publicados na Nursing Ethics e de outros manuscritos e textos identificados como influentes por pesquisadores do Reino Unido e Brasil. Os resultados sugerem um leque amplo e confuso de perspectivas e achados, embora haja temas gerais relacionados às características objetivas e subjetivas da dignidade. Em conclusão, os autores apontam para a necessidade de sólidos estudos filosóficos para contextualizar a dignidade humana dentro da pluralidade de valores profissionais. Pesquisas empíricas futuras devem explorar o que importa para pacientes, familiares, profissionais e cidadãos em diferentes contextos culturais, em vez de seguir desenvolvendo pesquisas qualitativas embasadas em um conceito impreciso e contestado.
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RESUMEN
La dignidad es reconocida como un valor fundamental y, también, controvertido en el discurso bioético. El propósito del artículo es examinar algunos de los aspectos principales de la producción académica y bibliográfica sobre el tema en la ética y práctica de enfermería. El método es una evaluación crítica de una selección de artículos del Nursing Ethics y de otros textos identificados como influyentes por investigadores del Reino Unido y Brasil. Los resultados plantean la amplitud y confusión de perspectivas y conclusiones, aunque hay temas generales relacionados con características objetivas y subjetivas de la dignidad. En conclusión, los autores señalan la necesidad de sólidos estudios filosóficos a fin de contextualizar la dignidad humana en la pluralidad de valores profesionales. Los futuros estudios empíricos deben explorar lo importante para pacientes, familias, profesionales y ciudadanos en diferentes contextos culturales, en lugar de seguir desarrollando investigaciones cualitativas basadas en un concepto impreciso y controvertido.
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Dignity has become a hot topic for debate in bioethics circles. It has been embraced by many academics as a value worthy of philosophical attention and dismissed by some as a useless\(^{(1)}\) and squishy\(^{(2)}\) concept. Much of the impetus for the focus on dignity in relation to healthcare in the UK can be attributed to the increase in reports of indignity in care. In response to such reports, a Commission for Improving Dignity in Care was established in 2011. The Commission produced a report Delivering Dignity\(^{(3)}\) which made recommendations for educators and healthcare providers. In addition to attention received from philosophers, researchers, and nurse ethicists, dignity appears as a core value in professional codes and human rights declarations. However, dignity remains a contested concept and there is no consensus regarding its meaning or the most appropriate version of the concept for nursing practice.

It is timely to engage in cross-cultural discussion regarding the state of the art of dignity scholarship and research. We need to respond to questions such as: What can we learn from selected philosophical analyses of the concept?; What can we glean from manuscripts in the international journal *Nursing Ethics* that have detailed a wide range of studies exploring patient and professional perspectives on dignity in care?; And, crucially, what should the next steps be for nursing ethics and scholarship regarding dignity in care with a view to enhancing the patient and family experience and strengthening the value base of the nursing profession?

## INDIGNITY IN CARE

In the UK, reports from the Patients’ Association, the Care Quality Commission and the healthcare Ombudsman detailed the poor experiences of patients and relatives. The Patients’ Association\(^{(4-5)}\) reports gave examples of the neglect and indignity experienced by patients and families. The Care Quality Commission report\(^{(6)}\) focused on ‘nutrition and dignity’ and provided examples of disrespect for patients’ privacy, call bells being placed out of reach of patients and of communication with patients that was not disrespectful. The Ombudsman report ‘Care and compassion?’\(^{(7)}\) provided summaries of the experiences of ten patients and families who had reason to complain to the National Health Service. The report states\(^{(7)}:\)

> These were individuals who put up with difficult circumstances and didn’t want to make a fuss. Like all of us, they wanted to be cared for properly and, at the end of their lives, to die peacefully and with dignity. What they have in common is their experience of suffering unnecessary pain, indignity and distress while in the care of the NHS.

A book published in 2011 by Michael Mandelstam *Neglect and abuse in our health services*\(^{(8)}\) detailed many more harrowing examples of poor care and unethical practice in the UK. In the chapter *All the bad practice*, Mandelstam shares the stories of patients who suffered due to defects in fundamental care and disrespectful treatment from staff. Mandelstam’s book also examines some of the many dignity-promoting initiatives in place in the UK. Alongside these reports, have been a wide range of media headlines and campaigns under the heading of *dignity in care* and undercover documentaries revealing unethical practice towards some of the most vulnerable patients in the UK\(^{(9-12)}\).

Reports evaluating the Brazilian Unified Health System (SUS) also show problems in relation to the delivery of respectful health care, the confidentiality of medical records and privacy during healthcare appointments. There are long delays in getting appointments, examinations and hospital admissions. Patients complain about disrespectful and rude treatment by health staff; low resolution of their health problems; and staff shortage. A report regarding what Brazilian think about SUS points to the lack of nurses, physicians, dentists, medicines, available beds in hospitals, and ambulances. *Lack* and *delay* are words frequently used in this report and suggest a range of unethical healthcare practices\(^{(13)}\).

In response to these challenges the Brazilian Health Ministry established a National Policy of Humanization of SUS (PNH)\(^{(14)}\). PNH results from the convergence of three main goals: to respond to the challenges regarding the quality and dignity in health care, to join up initiatives of health humanization in the SUS; and confront the adverse consequences arising from problems in the organization and management of health work.

The PNH proposes a new relationship between users, professionals and community. The idea is to have all of them working together to make the SUS more welcoming, more agile, with more comfortable places through the implementation of structural and attitudinal changes. The changes includes: reduction of waiting times; the presence of a companion in admissions and consultations; an open and democratic administration with a participative management; improvement of working conditions and improvement of healthcare professionals capabilities and skills; a friendly and pleasant atmosphere at health facilities, and the promotion of the welfare of users and health professionals: A statement from the Brazilian Minister of Health\(^{(15)}\) is as follows:

> This should be implemented with the consequent creation of solidarity links between professionals and population, engaged in the construction of collective strategies that promote changes in practices of the services, with the ethical defence and an affirmation of a dignified living.

---
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PNH relates, therefore, to dignity and respect in the healthcare services and to dignified and respectful treatment:

Trends in Brazilian bioethics reveal a concern with human dignity. Protective Bioethics is one of these trends and is a type of response to unethical and unjust health care. It establishes populations who lack the resources to ensure the basic conditions for a life with dignity and not of mere survival. The bioethical problems of utmost important measures to protect the vulnerable individuals and to affirm dignity in health are those of justice, equity, fairness, allocation of scarce resources, and empowerment of users. Author describes protective bioethics as follows:

Protective Bioethics can be thought in both senses: strict and broad. In the strict sense, aims to give support to subjects and populations that do not have sufficient competence — or capacity (capability) — to realize their projects of a fair and reasonable life, ie capable of achieve a dignified life as it is advocated by the so-called culture of human rights, and as it is morally right and necessary for the human society.

What might we conclude from the many examples of unethical practice — and patients’ experience of, what has been referred to as, indignity in care — is likely to come about from a complex mix of individual, organisational and possibly also social and political factors. What is perhaps most perplexing is why developments in bioethics and nursing ethics more specifically appear to have had so little impact on the professionals and organisations who perpetuate these practices. Nursing ethics research relating to moral distress, moral sensitivity, empathy and the ethical or moral climate of healthcare organisations can however throw light on the complex interaction amongst these factors.

**DIGNITY DECLARATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL CODES**

The concept of human dignity and the relationship between dignity and human rights have been important issues in contemporary international academia. Therefore, the concept of dignity should become indispensable in theoretical investigations on human rights. It has been argued that the idea of human dignity has developed through three historical stages in the West. The period of ancient Greece to Kant is said to be the philosophical-theoretical period. Following, the concept of dignity entered into a political period in the mid-19th century, standing as a banner and guiding labor movements to seek for living conditions conforming to the notions of human dignity. Since the mid-1990s, the idea of dignity has entered a crucial period of legal construction. Based on profound reflections upon the inhuman actions of the Nazis and the political demands made by national liberation movements of countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America against Western colonialism and racialism, two conceptions of human dignity and human rights were adopted, simultaneously, in the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Thus, Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

The Declaration associates the concept of dignity with human freedom and the capacity of human beings to shape their own destinies through the exercise of reason and a social order based on equality and mutual respect.

Through these documents, dignity was recognized as one of the most important human values which began to be solidified into a legal principle generally recognized by the international society, becoming a prevalent international ethical term. In other words, the concept of human dignity is acknowledged as the foundation for universal justice, peace and freedom initiatives around the world, as evidenced in the variety of human rights protocols currently accepted.

The UK Human Rights Act 1998 does not make dignity a right in the positive sense but does prohibit treatment that causes indignity. Article 3 makes explicit the:

Prohibition of torture: no one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

In this context, the constitutions of many Western countries have adopted the concept of human dignity and not infrequently give it the status of being the highest principle of law. This was the case of Brazil, in which human dignity is considered a core constitutional principle.

Unlike Brazil, the UK does not have a national legally enforceable constitution, however there is a constitution for the National Health Service setting out the rights and responsibilities for patients and professionals. In relation to dignity, the constitution states:

You have a right to be treated with dignity and respect, in accordance with your human rights (28 Section 2a).

There are then a wide range of directives from professional, statutory and non-statutory sources and dignity assumes a central role in professional codes for nurses. The International Council of Nurses’ code ICN Code states that:

Inherent in nursing is respect for human rights, including cultural rights, the right to life and choice, to dignity and to be treated with respect.

In the UK code, nurses and midwives are directed to justify the trust of the people in their care by:

Make the care of people your first concern, treating them as individuals and respecting their dignity.

The Brazilian nurses’ code states in its basic principles that:
Nursing professionals respect life, dignity and human rights, in all its dimensions.

Although dignity is mentioned in these instruments, none of them specify exactly what is meant by dignity or engage in any sustained philosophical analysis of this complex and contested concept. Thus, the notion of dignity is in the heart of the major international human right instruments as an important philosophical, ethical, and legal concept, but it has no agreed definition. We turn next to the insights that might be gleaned from the philosophical literature on dignity in care.

DIGNITY IN CARE: PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSES

Attention to dignity is thriving in health and nursing research and advocacy(32). One of the first philosophical analyses of dignity in relation to nursing was published in 1998 by David Seedhouse and Leila Shotton (now Toiviainen)(33) in the journal Nursing Ethics. They argued that the maintenance of dignity is dependent on the person’s ability to exercise competencies or to have help to do so in particular circumstances. They stated that dignity relates to the:

- Interplay between circumstances and capabilities — We lack dignity when we find ourselves in inappropriate circumstances, when we are in situations where we feel foolish, incompetent, inadequate or unusually vulnerable (33).

Studies(33) compared dignity to the construction of a brick wall. Dignity is made up of numerous capabilities (bricks) of different kinds assembled during life years. When one or a few bricks are lost, dignity can be lost too, and the possibilities to regain it depend on which capabilities were affected. The authors distinguished between different levels of dignity loss, although, they recognized that these levels are not absolutely separate categories. In the first level dignity in maintained. In the second, dignity is lost in a trivial way and can be easily restored. The serious loss of dignity in the third level requires a substantial effort to restore it. And, finally, in the fourth level there is a devastating loss of dignity and it is impossible to regain dignity without help from others.

The same authors(33) stated that certain provisions or conditions are necessary to the dignity of any human being because, in order to be capable everyone needs certain resources. As an example, they pointed that to carry out daily life people usually need physical strength, information, freedom from debilitating thoughts, emotions, and overwhelming life stresses. Their understanding of dignity as a pool of personal capabilities has a practical application according to the authors. It makes possible to provide people with dignity or enabling them to feel dignified. They stated that the great majority of health professionals want to uphold human dignity, but without recognising dignity as a palpable concept, its’ preservation is not an obvious practical priority. In a broader view, they added that providing people with dignity as a social priority would require political change in all western societies. Argue that dignity is something that must be sensed - to feel dignity or not is an experience.

Writing in 2004, one of the authors of this manuscript distinguished between dignity as a self-regarding and other-regarding value(34). One of the most widely cited accounts of dignity in relation to nursing care is by the Norwegian philosopher, Lennart Nordenfelt, who distinguished amongst four ‘varieties of dignity’(35-36) as follows:

- The dignity of Menschenwürde — is a German word meaning a kind of dignity we all have to the same degree just because we are all humans.
- Dignity as merit — people have rights on the basis of holding certain roles or office or because they have earned merit through their actions. They have rights on the basis of this merit and are, therefore, treated as having a special dignity.
- The dignity of moral stature — This kind of dignity is based on the person’s moral stature that comes from their actions and omissions and from the kind of people they are. There are degrees of it and it is dependent on subjects action so may come and go. People such as Nelson Mandela may be said to have dignity of moral stature.
- The dignity of personal identity — This kind of dignity is nursing practice and is related to one’s identity as a person and is related to self-respect. It is related to concepts such as integrity, autonomy and inclusion. This kind of dignity can be taken away from people when, for example, they are humiliated, insulted or treated as objects.

Nordenfelt’s four varieties of dignity have been critically analysed in relation to nursing practice in the journal Nursing Philosophy(37).

This short overview of some of the key philosophical perspectives on dignity does not exhaust the possibilities. The concept of dignity has been examined, for example, through a historical lens by Rieke Van Der Graaf and Johannes Van Delden(38). Their four forms of dignity are identified as: relational, unconditional, subjective and Kantian forms. Alasdair Cochrane describes four of the most plausible conceptions of dignity as: dignity as virtuous behaviour; dignity as inherent moral worth; Kantian dignity; and dignity as species integrity(39). The Harvard philosopher Michael Rosen(40) adopts a Kantian approach to the analysis of dignity and identifies four strands of dignity work: as a rank or status; as intrinsic value; as measured and self-possessed behaviour; and as relating to the idea that people ‘should be treated with dignity’(40).

Another perspective is from the Spanish philosopher, Adela Cortina(41), who states that each human being needs the acknowledgement of his/her dignity by others to develop well his/her capabilities. It is impossible for a person...
to recognize his/her own dignity if they are treated in a disrespectful manner. To be just, a society is obliged to ensure the promotion of the capabilities that make possible a dignified life. Only human beings may be conscious of their own dignity because they are able to feel humiliated, recognized, respected or disrespected. Other living beings may feel pleasure and pain but they are not able to be conscious of the dignity of its existence. An animal may be harmed but not humiliated; it may suffer but not be conscious that it is being depreciated due a violation of its rights. A human being needs self-esteem to live well and this depends on the treatment that others give to him/her. Dignity is not a satisfied life; it is the acknowledgement that you are being treated according to the norm of the species which is liberty.

These are only some of the many perspectives in the philosophical literature relating to dignity more generally and dignity in relating to care. What is clear is that there is no consensus, the concept remains contested and debate is likely to continue. We turn next to some of the critical accounts of dignity discourse.

THE CONTESTED NATURE OF DIGNITY

The American bioethicist, Ruth Macklin, described dignity as 'a useless concept' and argued that autonomy was the more useful and necessary value. Her article in the British Medical Journal in 2003 generated a great deal of debate. Writing in the New Republic in 2008, Steven Pinker argued that the problem is that dignity is a squishy, subjective notion hardly up to the heavyweight moral demands assigned to it.

Despite what appear to be these rather severe if not damning criticism of dignity in the context of bioethics, there continues to be a great deal of engagement with the concept in relation to everyday nursing practice, policy and research. We may say that the principle of respect for human dignity plays a crucial role in the emerging global norms relating to bioethics, in particular in the UNESCO Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights. However, the key role attached to human dignity in global bioethics is necessary but not sufficient for providing an effective response to the complex challenges posed by biomedical and nursing clinical and research practice. Thus, to become functional, dignity needs other more concrete notions that are normally formulated using the terminology of rights, such as informed consent, physical integrity, confidentiality and non-discrimination. Many empirical studies have been published in Nursing Ethics on this theme.

DIGNITY AND NURSING ETHICS RESEARCH

There has been a good deal of empirical research attention to the concept in dignity in relation to care. Nurse researchers, in particular, have conducted a wide range of qualitative research studies engaging patients and professionals to develop in-depth perspectives and discussions regarding the meaning and implications dignity in care. There has also been some quantitative work in this area. The themes suggested in the qualitative studies published in Nursing Ethics are wide-ranging and relate to specific patient groups. In relation to older nursing home residents in Sweden, for example, Franklin and co-researchers discuss themes of: the unrecognizable body (related to lack of control of physical functioning and movement); fragility and dependency (related to fears about the future, greater dependence on others and loss of autonomy); and ‘inner strength and sense of coherence’ (related to strategies older people have to maintain dignity of identity). A study explored the perspectives of patients experiencing multiple sclerosis regarding dignity in their care. The resulting themes were: invisibly captured in fatigue; fighters law, one who does not ask will not receive; and dignity is humanity. There are an increasing number of qualitative studies on dignity from different parts of the world and many of these are published in Nursing Ethics. We recommend that readers conduct a search of this and other ethics, social science and professional journals to better appreciate the very rich, nuanced and subjective perspectives of patients and practitioners regarding dignity in care.

Some empirical studies have also provided guidance regarding factors that impact on dignity in care. A UK study of over 2000 nurses and a UK literature review identified three broad areas that have the potential to enhance or diminish patient dignity in care. These are: staff attitudes and behaviour; the physical care environment; and organisational culture. Empirical work conducted outside of nursing research also has the potential to offer rich insights particularly into end of life care. The work of Chochinov, for example, regarding dignity therapy is particularly interesting. In Brazil, the results of some empirical studies summarize the close relation of healthcare humanization and the protection of patients’ dignity by a dialogical nurse-user relationship.

CONCLUSION

In the light of the discussion in this article, we recommend more sustained philosophical engagement contextualising human dignity within a plurality of professional values. It is our view that, although dignity may be considered a foundational value particularly as it underpins human rights, it is not the only value that underpins healthcare practice. Nurses and other professionals need to engage with and apply a range of principles and virtues in their everyday practice, for example, justice, solidarity, compassion, courage and integrity. The authors suggest also that future empirical work should explore what matters to patients, families, professionals and citizens in dif-
different cultural contexts rather than foregrounding qualitative research with such a contested concept. We also suggest that understanding and responding constructively to deficits in care requires multi-disciplinary perspectives.
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